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Raising a Requisition

There are 3 types of requisition that can be raised in eProcurement. These are 'Catalogue', 'NonCatalogue Product' and 'Non-Catalogue value'. The first step when raising a requisition will differ
depending on which type you are raising but the steps that follow will remain the same. See below
for full details.

'Catalogue' (step 1a) – these are items which are ordered throughout the hospital regularly.
Procurement buyers ensure catalogued items are aligned to the best price available using both local
and national frameworks. Catalogued items are also linked to an account code so there is no need to
enter this manually. Catalogue items can be added to a ‘favourites’ list to make things even quicker
for a user. Carriage charges are also available in the catalogues. If an item is ordered using a
catalogue then the carriage charge must also be added using the catalogue otherwise two Purchase
Orders will be created. Purchase Orders are generated automatically on approval when using
catalogues.

‘Non-Catalogue Product’ (step 1b) – these are items which are usually ordered on a one off basis. An
end user would need to contact the supplier directly for a price. An account code would need to be
added manually. Once approved, 'Non- Catalogue Product' requisitions are sent to procurement to
release manually.

‘Non- Catalogue Value’ (step 1c) – this is to be used to raise a service order, high or low value. The
order can then be receipted depending on the value invoiced until the value of the order has been
used. This is to be used for maintenance/service and Call Off orders.
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Step 1a: Catalogue
-

Click on the 'Product' button on the left side of the screen, then select 'Catalogue'
from the drop down menu which will appear. See below.

-

Select 'ELHT CATALOGUE' in the ‘Search Mode’ (if this option isn’t visible
please contact Procurement as users are assigned individually). See below.

-

In the 'Product Search' box, enter the product code (if known), or the supplier
name or part of the description of the item you wish to order then click on the
green 'Search' button. See below.

-

A list of products available to order will be displayed which relate to the search
criteria entered. Click on the box of the left hand side next to the item(s) you
require and then select the quantity required or use the + and – keys at the
side of the box until the correct quantity is displayed. Click on the green +
button on the right of the line to add the item(s) to your basket. See below.
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-

You can then repeat the process by going to the 'Search Parameters' tab to
add additional items in your basket until all items you wish to order have been
selected. Please ensure a Carriage charge is added to the first line of the
order where applicable. (To check if there is a carriage charge is in place for a
required supplier you will need to enter ‘CARR’ followed by the first 3 or 4
letters of the supplier)
NOTE: If you order the same item(s) on a regular basis, they can be added to
your favourites list by clicking on the red heart icon on the right hand side. If
adding to a favourites list ensure the quantity is set to zero. You can then
select it from your favourites list (a drop down option found under the 'Product'
button) for future requisitions.

-

Once all items have been added to your basket, click on the button at the top
of the screen showing a shopping trolley – it should show in green the number
of products you have added to the basket and also the total value of the
requisition. Click on the green 'Basket' button at the bottom of the box to
complete your requisition. (Please ensure you do not select the 'Checkout'
option as this will go straight to the end of the process and cause issues as
there will be information missing which needs to be completed.)

-

Go to Step 2. Basket Contents.
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Step 1b: Non-Catalogue product

-

Click on the 'Product' button on the left side of the screen, then select 'Non
Catalogue Product' from the drop down menu which will appear. See below.

-

In the description box, type a detailed description of the item you wish to order.
The description needs to contain enough information for the supplier to be
clear what you require. The description box allows 70 characters to be
entered, if more detail is required click on the blue 'Item Notes' box to add
more information. See below.
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-

Enter the quantity of the item required in the Quantity box.
Enter ‘EA’ for each in the UOM (Unit of measure) box.
Enter the unit price of the item you wish to order – this should be the cost
minus VAT and before any discount.
Enter the % discount in the discount box (if applicable) – the system will then
calculate the Net Total.
Select the supplier you wish to order from (if known). If you do not know the
supplier code, type in part of the supplier name or post code and a drop down
menu will be displayed of all suppliers meeting that criteria. Select the supplier
you require.
NOTE: If the supplier is not shown, or if several suppliers are showing the
same details and you are unsure which to select, please contact Procurement.

-

Click the green 'Add to Basket' box at the bottom of the screen.

-

A box will be displayed giving you the option to add further items to the basket
– select the button for same or different supplier if you have further items to
add and then repeat the process, otherwise click the 'Go To Basket' button to
go to Basket Contents.

-

Go to step 2. Basket Contents.
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Step 1c: Non-Catalogue value

-

Click on the 'Product' button on the left side of the screen, then select 'Non
Catalogue Value' from the drop down menu which will appear. See below.

-

In the description box, type a detailed description of the service you require,
include relevant dates. The description needs to contain enough information
for the supplier to be clear what you require. The description box allows 70
characters to be entered, if more detail is required click on the blue Item Notes
box to add more information. See below.
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-

Enter the value of the service you are ordering – this should be the value
before VAT.
Select the supplier code you wish to order from (if known). If you do not know
the supplier code, type in part of the supplier name or post code and a drop
down menu will be displayed of all suppliers meeting that criteria. Select the
supplier you require.

NOTE: If the supplier is not shown, or if several suppliers are showing the
same details and you are unsure which to select, please contact Procurement.

-

Click the green 'Add to Basket' button at the bottom of the screen.

-

Go to step 2. Basket Contents.

See below example of a Service/Value order including all relevant information:
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Step 2: Basket Contents
-

The Basket Contents will show a list of all the items and quantities of the
items/services you have entered into the basket. See below.

-

At this stage you can delete the whole basket by clicking on the red 'Delete'
button and select the 'Clear Basket' option from the drop down list. Or
alternatively if you need to remove one or more items from the basket you can
tick the box/boxes on the left next to lines which need to be removed and then
click on the red 'Delete' button and select the 'Delete lines' option from the
drop down list. You can also use the red dust bin at the far right of the screen
against the line you want to delete.

-

'Adv sort' button – this simply sorts the lines of the basket in a different order
and is not required unless you have a large number of lines on your
requisition.

-

If you wish to add a note or specific details to the product line use the green +
Notes button. These notes are visible to the supplier on the order and will
appear under the product code and description. (NOTE: DO NOT enter
header and footer details here. See below for instructions on where to add
them)

-

Header and Footer notes are to be added by selecting the blue 'Notes' button.
Type your transfer point in the header 'Search Predefined' box and your details
should appear and then type your name into the footer 'Search Predefined'
box. If the details do not appear please contact Procurement. (See page 14 for
full details on entering header and footer notes )

-

To continue with the requisition, click on the green 'Next' button at the top of
the screen to take you to Basket Analysis (step 3)
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Step 3: Basket Analysis
-

Your cost centre needs to be entered in the cost centre field at the top of
screen. This will then default to the item lines. If you do not know the code,
type part of the relevant department description into the box and a drop down
list will appear of cost centres containing that information. Select the code to
be used.

-

When using a catalogue the account code will default to the relevant code for
that item but if this needs to be changed you can over type it against the line at
this point. If using a non-catalogue product or value you will need to add the
account code manually at the top of the screen. If you are unsure on what
account code to use you can type part of the description into the box and a
drop down list will appear to select from.

-

The activity and job codes can be left blank unless the requisition is for either
NHS organisations or Capital.

-

The 'Order Type' needs to be added and is always 'TJ'.

-

The 'Sub Ledger' will default to P03. See notes on changing a Sub Ledger if
required. (page 16)

-

The VAT code can be entered against the requisition line. The system will
default to the code 'NR' and this should be used unless the item is VAT
recoverable and Management Accounts or your manager have advised you of
a different code to be used. Please see section on VAT Codes for further
information. (page 38)

-

Once these fields are completed, click the green 'Next' button at the top of the
screen to take you to Basket Delivery. (step 4)
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Step 4: Basket Delivery
-

The delivery address box needs to be completed. This is where the goods will
be delivered to by the supplier.

-

The top delivery information will default for the whole requisition. (If separate
delivery addresses are required they can be added per line)

-

If the codes for these are not known, enter part of the description of the
delivery location and a drop down menu will be displayed showing all the
codes which contain the entered description. Select the one required.
NOTE: The majority of goods are delivered into the stores/R&D departments.
Please use code 001 for stores at RBH or code 101 for stores at BGH.

-

IDA (Internal Delivery Address) needs to be left blank

-

Check that the required date on the item lines is showing a date at least 3
days into the future to avoid the supplier charging for next day delivery when it
is not necessary. When you change the date a box will appear prompting you
that the delivery date has changed, click on Yes.

-

Click on the green 'Next' button to take you to Basket Checkout. (step 5)
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Step 5: Basket Checkout
-

In the Approver box, select the relevant approver for the requisition being
raised. Enter part of the person’s name in the box if the short text code is not
known and a drop down menu will display of all users containing the text
entered. Select the correct approver.

NOTE: Approvers are assigned to relevant cost centres so if the Approver
does not appear at this stage and you know they should be an approver for a
certain cost centre you will need to contact Management Accounts to look into.
-

Save as a template option may be used if the requisition details are commonly
used.

-

Click on the green 'Submit' button at the top of the screen, a drop down menu
will be displayed – select the top option 'Submit' to submit the requisition
without a message to the approver. Or alternatively if a message to the
approver is required, select the 'Submit Notes' option.
NOTE: Please ensure when raising requisitions of a large value, the ‘Submit
Notes’ option is used and exact information of what the request is for is added.
This will ensure approval of the requisition is not delayed by being referred
back for more information by the approver.

-

The last screen will confirm the requisition has been successfully submitted,
and will give the Requisition number created.

-

Clicking the 'Preview' button will open up an image of the requisition for review.
This can be printed if required by clicking the print button on the review screen.

-

The requisition has now been sent to the chosen approver. (See page 18 for
notes on how to change the approver if required)
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Header/Footer Notes
Header and Footer notes can be added wherever the blue ‘Notes’ box appears when raising
a requisition. These details are required so that a supplier has the relevant contact details
for the person raising the requisition. If a supplier is unable to contact someone in relation
to a query on the order they could delay the delivery or cancel it altogether so these must
be added on every order. Failure to add them might mean that a requisition is referred
back.
If you are unable to find your Header or Footer short text codes please contact Procurement
who can then create one for you. Or if the details are incorrect please also let Procurement
know so they can be amended. You can also manually overtype any of the details in the
Notes box if required. See below for instructions on how to add them.
-

Select ‘Header Notes’ from the blue ‘Notes’ drop down box as shown below.

-

Then start to type your transfer point or department name into the ‘Search
Predefined’ box. The header details will then appear in the ‘Notes’ box.
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-

Then change the ‘Notes Type’ box to ‘footer notes’ and select ‘OK’ in the boxes that
appear as shown below.

-

Start to type your name (or short text code if known) into the ‘Search Predefined’
box. The footer details will then appear in the ‘Notes’ box.

-

Select ‘Ok’ in the box that appears and then select the Green ‘Save and Close’ box.
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Changing a Sub Ledger
A sub ledger needs to be changed prior to raising a requisition for certain types of orders. This is
because supplier accounts are assigned to specific sub ledgers so a supplier wouldn’t be visible if
using an incorrect sub ledger. The system automatically defaults to a P03 (Trade Payables) sub
ledger so for the majority of orders you will not need to amend this.
Please see below for the different types of sub ledgers and how to amend this before the requisition
is raised.
P01 – Capital
P02 – NHS Payables
P03 – Trade Payables
P04 – Staff Payments
-

Go to the ‘Basket’ option on the left hand side and then select ‘Analysis’. See below.

-

Then select the correct sub ledger from the drop down box on the right hand side
and select the green ‘Next’ button. See below.
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-

The following box will appear. Select ‘OK’ and the box will close.

-

You can now raise the requisition for suppliers assigned to the relevant sub ledger.
See page 3 for raising requisitions.
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Changing an Approver
If for some reason the selected approver is unable to approve a requisition (due to unexpected
leave/sickness etc) you are able to redirect a requisition to another approver using eProcurement.
See below steps to action this.
-

Select ‘Reqs’ and then ‘For others Approval’ in the top right hand corner of your
eProcurement. See below.

-

Click on the green arrow next to the requisition you wish to amend. See below.

-

Select the green ‘Change Approver’ button. See below.
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-

Type in the new Approvers name who you wish to send the requisition to in the ‘Approver’
box or type in the code if known. Enter a message if required and then select the green
‘Refer Forward’ button. See below.

-

This will then pull the requisition from the original Approvers eProcurement queue and send
it to the new Approver you have selected. An automatic email will then be sent to the new
Approver.
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Approving a Requisition
Once a requisition has been raised it is sent for approval to the selected eProcurement Approver
who is assigned to the Cost Centre being used.
-

-

An automated email will be sent to the approver to notify them they have a requisition to
approve. See below.
Click on the link to take you to your eProcurement.

Once logged in, click on the button at the top of the screen containing a square with a tick–
it will have the number of requisitions awaiting your approval in red. When the button is
clicked, a drop down box will be displayed – click on the option at the bottom of the box, ‘All
Your Approvals’. See below.
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-

This will then open the requisitions awaiting your approval. Click on the green arrow to the
right of the description field. See below.

-

If the requester has sent a message to the approver this appear at this stage. Select ‘Close’
once the message has been read. See below.
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-

Details of the items on the requisition will be displayed for review. Select the 'Default Value'
for full details of cost centres etc. Select ‘Analysis’ if you wish to make changes to any of the
details. To approve the requisition once reviewed, click on the green ‘Approve’ button at the
top of the screen. See below.

-

If you do not wish to approve the requisition, click the red ‘Refer/Cancel’ button. You can
then either select ‘Cancel requisition’ to cancel it, ‘Refer Back’ to return the Requisition to
the originator or ‘Refer Forward’ to forward the requisition to another Approver who has
the correct delegation limit. A box will appear where you can type any relevant comments.
Please ensure this is added so the new approver is aware why it is being forwarded to them.

-

If the requisition being approved was catalogued then a summary of the purchase order
created from the requisition is displayed confirming the approval was successful. If the
requisition being approved was non-catalogue then the following message will appear:
‘Requisition R…….. has been approved but an automatic purchase order could not be created
and it has therefore been sent to be processed manually’

-

This means that the requisition has been sent to Procurement to look into and release.
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Out of Office for Approvers
An out of office notification must be used whenever an approver is not available to access their
eProcurement. This is to ensure that all requisitions are actioned appropriately and are not left in
the system waiting to be approved.
Please see notes below on how to action Out of Office-

Select Admin on the left hand side, and then click on ‘Out of Office’. See below.

-

Change the option to ‘Out’ and then select an Alternative Approver for non-stocked items
and then select ‘Save’. See below.
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-

When the person raising the requisition selects an approver who has the Out of Office
activated they will be notified with the option to send to the alternative approver (see
example below) or reselect another approver if required. See below.

If an approver goes off unexpectedly and is therefore unable to action this, Procurement are able to
amend the settings on an account so requisitions are forwarded to another approver. If this is the
case please contact Procurement asap so the account can be amended.
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Referred Back Requisitions
A requisition can be referred back by the approver or by Procurement for various reasons. The
instructions below show you how to view the referral notes in eProcurement so you know why it has
been referred back and what action you need to take.
-

An automated email notification will be sent when a requisition has been referred back.
Click on the link in the email to take you to your eProcurement. See below.

-

Once logged in you will see a notification in red in the top right hand corner of your screen.
See below.
Click on the ‘Referred back’ option.

-

You will then be taken to the screen below.
Click on the green arrow.
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-

This will then take you to the screen below where you need to select the blue ‘Notes’ box
and then ‘Referral notes’ from the drop down options. See below.

-

The referred back notes will then appear in a box. See example below. You then need to
ensure you take the appropriate action. Select ‘Close’ to take you back to the basket
contents.

-

If more information is required you can add this in basket contents and then resubmit the
requisition for approval.
If the requisition needs cancelling this can also be done in basket contents by selecting the
red ‘Delete’ Button.

-
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Receipting a Purchase Order
A Purchase Order must be receipted in eProcurement in order for an invoice to be paid. Receipting is
the process which notifies the system that the goods have arrived or the service has gone ahead.
The majority of goods orders will be receipted by the Receipts and Distribution department but the
responsibility also lies with the person who raised the order. A service/value order must always be
receipted by the department responsible for raising the order. See below for instructions on how to
receipt an order.
-

Click the GRN button to open the drop down menu, select ‘goods receipt’. See below.

-

Enter the order number you wish to receipt in the ‘Purchase Order Number’ box and click on
the green ‘Start Receipt’ button. See below.
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-

If the following message appears it means the order has already been receipted and no
further action is required. Select OK.

-

Otherwise the screen below will appear.
The order details will be displayed along with the lines on the order awaiting receipt. Enter
the delivery note reference in the ‘Delivery note’ box (where there is no delivery note e.g.
for a service, enter your initials or an invoice number in this box)
If all the items on the purchase order have been received, you can click the yellow ‘Match
All’ button to automatically receipt everything outstanding on the order.
If all the items have not been received, enter the quantity/value you have received against
the correct order line. Please ensure that you only receipt the quantity of goods/ value of
service you have actually received. You should not receipt the whole outstanding amount
unless you have actually received all the goods/service.
Click on the green ‘Confirm’ button to confirm the receipt you have entered. See below.

-

-

-

The system will then display a message confirming the goods have been successfully
receipted. Select OK.
Click on the blue ‘Save’ button to ‘Save and Exit’ the GRN.
Select OK on the next 2 pop up messages which appear.
The order has now been receipted.
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Enquiries
The Enquiries section in E-procurement can be used to find details for any Requisition or Purchase
Order regardless of who raised it.
You can locate a purchase order number from a requisition and you can find out if a purchase order
has already been receipted, who receipted it and what date/GRN this was done/given. It will also
show any outstanding values on an order.
-

Select ‘Enquiries’ on the left hand side.

Once in the ‘Enquiries’ screen you can apply any filter to the ‘category’ and ‘enquiry type’ you
require. You can run the search by date range, requisition number if known, requestor (person who
raised the requisition), cost centre and/or supplier depending on how much information you have.
Obviously the more information you have the easier the search will be but if you have limited
information you can run the search and it might just take longer to locate what you are looking for.
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Requisition Enquiry
If you have raised a requisition but have not received a copy of the PO or need to search for a PO on
behalf of someone who might be off you need to use the category ‘requisition enquiries’ and the
enquiry type ‘requisition status’. You can then enter as much information as you have to find the
PO. See example below-

Once all the filters are applied select ‘Retrieve’.
The results will appear as below-

To view the full requisition you can click on the requisition number on the left hand side and a
preview will appear. You can print/save this for your records if required.
See below for meanings of all the fields on the preview-

Requisition – the Requisition Number raised
Date – the date the requisition was raised
Supplier Product Code – item code will appear here if ordered from a catalogue
Description – the goods/service requested
Cost centre – the cost centre/budget code ordered against
Supplier – the supplier code
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-

-

Req Status – the status of your requisition (Entered –awaiting approval, Approved –
approved but no PO created yet/with Procurement, Assigned – PO number assigned and
order released to the supplier, Cancelled – cancelled by either procurement or approver,
Referred back – referred back by either procurement or approver. If a requisition has been
cancelled or referred back a message will be in the ‘work items’ tab with referred back notes
to view if applicable.
PO number – the order number generated against the requisition (If you have not received
the goods/service but you can see that a PO number has been generated you can use this PO
number to chase with the supplier)

Receipting/Returns Enquiry
The Enquiries screen can also be used to find out how much value or what quantity has been
receipted/returned against an order and to confirm the amount outstanding on it.
-

To do this you need to select category ‘purchase line enquiries’ and enquiry type
‘receipts/returns by purchase line’. See example below-

-

Enter the PO number and select ‘Retrieve’ to show all the details of what has been receipted
and when. GRN numbers are provided and the name of who receipted the order. The
outstanding value of the PO is also shown.
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See below-

Exporting to Excel
Any information you find from the Enquiries screen in E-procurement can be exported into Excel by
selecting the icon shown below and following the steps provided –
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Dashboard/Workflow Enquiries
This is to be used so you can easily see where your orders are up to, from Requisition to Payment.
-

From the home screen click on ‘dashboard’ on the left hand side and then select ‘Workflow
Enquiry’. See below.

-

Select the relevant filters depending on the requisition you are looking for. And select
‘Retrieve’. See below.
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-

Click on an ‘i’ symbol to show extra details. This screen is intended to give you an overview
of the status of your requisitions all the way through to payment to the supplier. See below.

A quick look of your messages, requisitions etc can also be seen on the home screen as below.
Wherever you see a number within the red bubble, this is an indication you have some
requisitions/approvals outstanding. The appropriate action can then be taken. See below.
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REQUISITION TO INVOICE FLOWCHART
Originator/Requestor raises requisition in
eProcurement for goods/service required

Requisition is sent to budget holder/Approver to authorise

Budget holder approves
Requisition in eProcurement

Non Catalogue Items

Catalogue Items

Requisition sent to Procurement

Purchase Order
Number is
automatically
generated on
approval

Purchase Order Number generated once
released by Procurement

Purchase Order sent to Supplier and internal copy
sent to Originator/Requestor

Supplier delivers goods or provides service

Purchase Order is receipted in
eProcurement by R&D or by
department

Supplier sends invoice with PO number on to
the CLOUD

Invoices matched and paid by ELFS
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Bariatric Equipment Hire Process (Out Of Hours)
Identify who on the area can raise a Purchase Order Number (PO)
Name ………………………. Contact Number………………
Bariatric Equipment is ordered without a PO
e.g. overnight / weekend
Information for the order MUST be left for staff to action the next working day
Details to include;
1. What was ordered
2. Who ordered it
3. Contact details
4. Time and date ordered
5. Patient’s name
6. Ward / Dept
7. Reference Number from 1st Call Mobility
The person with permissions to raise a PO raises the
order onto the E-procurement system as a noncatalogue value the next working day.
Once this has been approved by the budget holder it
will generate a PO number which is automatically
sent to 1st Call Mobility and an internal copy sent to
the originator.

This PO MUST be telephoned/emailed
through to 1st Call Mobility to be added to the
invoice.
1st Call Mobility send the invoice to ELFs with
the relevant PO number on.
The PO number from this invoice is matched to
the eProcurement order on the system.
If the amount on the order needs amending, a
confirmation email is required from the budget
holder to Procurement so the order can be
amended before being receipted.
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The invoice can be paid once the PO has been
receipted in E-procurement by the department

No PO No Pay Policy

ELHT operates a 'No PO No Pay' policy. This means that goods or a service must not be
ordered without an official Purchase Order being raised first. If a supplier delivers goods or
provides a service without a PO they are at risk of not being paid so you must always ensure
a Purchase Order is raised prior to requesting the goods or service.
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Vat Codes
1 Accounting services
Services of accountants & internal auditors. No external audits as cannot be undertaken in-house

6 Alteration, repair & maintenance of road schemes
Resurfacing & changing route of existing roads. Repairs to car parking. Beware of Pay & Display
parking. No gritting.

10 Catering Services
Permits the hire of agency staff – not as a stand-alone supply (for example where the trust request
Agency staff for their own purposes), but as a component of a Catering Service provided by a 3rd
party. Effectively constituting a single supply of services including necessary staff.

12 Childcare Service
Confirmation that the fees for management of child care vouchers are excluded. A good example is
the company Busy Bees; the charges they make for operation and issue of vouchers is not itself
‘childcare’ nor is it a service that fits any other COS heading

14 Computer Services
The provision by one or more suppliers of a fully managed and services computer infrastructure is
eligible for VAT recovery. No VAT recovery is permitted on the hire of stand-alone equipment or the
purchase of ancillary items.
Computer Software. Only permitted where it is bespoke and written for the specific NHS Trust.
Configuration of an off-the-shelf package does not make it ‘bespoke’; although the services of
configuration may in themselves be an eligible service.
Software Licences. Generally not allowable for recovery, unless they relate to ‘bespoke’ software. In
addition, where licences are purchased as part of a fully managed IT infrastructure, they are eligible
for recovery.
Maintenance. Following the ‘single’ v ‘mixed’ rule; be careful that any maintenance is indeed a
separate supply and not a mandatory component of the equipment / IT purchase.

15 Conference & Exhibition Services
More detail (though no revision or change) in respect of what qualifies as a conference service– “a
composite service which could include supplies of staff, hire of venue, equipment, hotel
accommodation, catering etc. The keyword is ‘services’ - to qualify for recovery the government
department or health authority must be receiving more than a supply of accommodation and
catering, and the services must be in connection with their non-business activities”

21 Estate Management
This allows the VAT recovery on services where a contractor manages and operates land/ and or
building for you – for example where an estate agent is responsible for arranging the payment of
rents and other charges.

23 Filming, audio-visual & production services
Pre-recorded tapes are deemed as a supply of goods and thus not recoverable

24 Health promotion activities
Often reclaimable under printing, does not include supply of promotional goods but promotional
services (perhaps provided by a Charity).
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25 Hire of Reprographic Equipment
The hire of equipment is seen in principle as a service (whereas a purchase is a supply of goods) and
this is one of a handful of ‘hires’ where VAT reclaim is permitted. It is only applicable to photocopiers
/MFDs and only where the supplier also services / maintains the machine. Maintenance charges are
sometimes expressed as ‘pence per copy’ fees. Toner, staples and paper are non-recoverable.

26 Hire of vehicles, including maintenance & repair
Only for full operating leases where maintenance is included. No short-term finance leases or leases
where trust (or others) undertakes repairs. Short term defined as 30 days or less.

28 Interpretation & translation services
Includes ‘Language line’ and other remote / telephone based interpreters.

31 Laboratory Services
See Managed Service Contracts
Intended to cover testing services and not kits for self-testing.

33 Library Services
Now clarified to include internet hosted library services (always presumed but never stated by
HMRC)

35 Maintenance & Repair of Buildings
See Building Works & Capital

37 Maintenance & Repair of Plant & Equipment
Intended to apply to repairs – including the replacement of parts and components. Where it is
uneconomic to make a repair, or where the item in question is technologically defunct; it is not
permitted to make a reclaim on the full replacement of equipment.
Leased equipment. To reflect changes in NHS procurement, maintenance is now permitted where
the Trust do not own equipment and is leased from a separate supplier. Where a supplier provides
both the lease and the maintenance, contracts/agreements must not be interdependent on each
other and must be separately enforceable.
Patient Appliances / Wheelchairs. Alterations & adaptations are permitted (which goes against the
‘repair-only’ logic) but the supply of the original item is seen as a supply of goods and always blocked
from reclaim.
Purchase of goods (for maintenance purposes). Only bought-in ‘services’ are VAT reclaimable ~ the
reason for the purchase is irrelevant. Parts invoiced separately under a true maintenance contract
are seen as part of main service and are reclaimable under Heading 37.

40 Messenger, portering & reception services
It now confirms the eligibility of patient appointment reminder services i.e. SMS reminders.

41 Nursing Services
See Staff Hire
Only VAT incurred on nursing services is recoverable, including Healthcare Assistants. HMRC have
confirmed that in addition, recovery is permitted for phlebotomists, midwives and ODPs.

45 Operation of Hospitals & healthcare facilities
See Managed Service Contracts
Introduced to allow the VAT reclaim on PFI leases. To be eligible for reclaim the facility has to be
fully managed, with the operator providing everything relevant to the building bar medical staff &
patients. Accordingly a reclaimable PFI can include equipment and utilities within the single Unitary
Charge. A restriction on VAT recovery may be required where the trust is partially exempt. By
definition, reclaim is limited to clinical or patient facing facilities.
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51 Press Cutting Services
Previously only referred to a cuttings service – it now specifically identifies that this could be a
physical or electronic press cutting service.

52 Professional Services
See Staff Hire
Only permitted where the professional expert/specialist is providing advice on how to put something
into effect – not the implementing of this change itself. The professional fees of architects and
structural engineers are included.
HM Treasury is still reviewing this heading and further amendments are expected.

53 Provision of office accommodation
Intended for PFI & LIFT schemes where the premises are provided as a fully managed service.
Whereas many commercial leases may include maintenance, there is no risk transference from trust
to landlord and accordingly no VAT reclaim
[Input Tax reclaim may be permitted where sub-lets are made to non-NHS organisations and the
Option to Tax has been exercise – see Option to Tax]

54 Publicity Services
The services of advertising and PR are only VAT recoverable if placed through a third party. Direct
placing of adverts would not be eligible for reclaim as it is perceived as failing the ‘in-house ability’
test.

60 Security Services
A human presence of security officers as opposed to the installation of locks or alarms for the
purpose of ‘security’. As with Staff Hire, meant to apply to Security Companies providing a service as
opposed to Agency Staff for security measures.

63 Storage, distribution and goods disposal services
Confirms that electronic storage services are eligible for recovery – as useful clarification to this
heading as it was not specifically identified previously.

61 Service of Printing & Copying
Applicable to the printing of bespoke documents (business cards, letterheads etc.) where the supply
of paper is largely ancillary to the cost of the printing & design. Printing on higher value items such
as name badges / lanyards and promotional goods does not convert a supply of goods into one of
Printing Services. Exceptionally, we are permitted the replacement of signs where the sole purpose
is due to the merger of two NHS Trusts.

65 Training, tuition & education
Although always presumed, now contains confirmation that on-line training is eligible for reclaim.
The purchase of training aids for self-teaching remains an ineligible supply of goods

69 Typing, secretarial & clerical Services
See Staff Hire
Whilst in the past applied most generously to all forms of administrative staff; it was only ever
intended to apply to outsourced typing & secretarial contracts – and not the supply of typists,
secretaries or basic finance staff.

70 Waste disposal services
The provision of a skip is perceived as a waste disposal service as are sharps bins on a ‘fill & collect’
basis. Asbestos removal is an expensive service recoverable under this heading. Disposal of
construction waste not eligible.
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71 Welfare services
Welfare itself is Exempt whereas Non Statutory or non CQC qualified welfare services would be
taxable

74 Original research undertaken in order to gain knowledge and understanding
HMRC have confirmed what they interpret ‘original research’ to mean for the purpose of this
heading as research that: “Involves surveys, field tests or new research design thinking, interviews or
observation conducted specifically in relation to the subject of the research (as opposed to merely
collating existing data); and Extends to secondary data analysis, interpretation (which may include
options and/or recommendations) or a systemic review of evidence (rather than mere data gathering
and recording)”.
Staff Hire
As mentioned above, until recently a significant proportion of all Agency Staff were treated as VAT
recoverable – either as Nurses [41], Professionals [52] or Admin & Clerical [69].
Where the individual is “controlled” or “directed” by the Trust, the supply of staff should be viewed
as a Supply of Goods; and de facto excluded from reclaim under COS. [Ref. University of Glasgow Case].
As an exception HMRC will permit Nurses and Healthcare Assistants (see heading 41 for all
inclusions) – but this should be viewed as an exception and not a default position.
To that end NO OTHER type of staff should be reclaimed.

Managed Service Contracts
Whilst there is no direct heading for Managed Service Contracts in the COS list, the principles behind
heading 45 (Operation of hospitals and health establishments) applies. Customs will allow the total
outsourcing of a facility to be treated as reclaimable, again with the lease including all relevant
aspects to perform the service (an example being the provision of a breast screening service via a
staffed, mobile scanner. Thinly wrapping an equipment lease in a maintenance contract does not
make it a MSC.
An example of an eligible MSC would therefore be expected to contain the equipment, all required
staffing, any necessary consumables and any necessary maintenance and operation. The Trust
should need to do nothing bar provide the patients.

Building Work & Capital
Construction projects below £5000
HMRC have agreed with the Department of Health that construction works costing under £5000
(excluding VAT) may be treated, as repairs and maintenance and the VAT element are refundable
under the Contracted-Out provisions.
The Department of Health Circular EL (90) P64 defines such work as “individual works schemes for
the initial provision, extension improvement or adaptation (including upgrading), renewal,
replacement or demolition of buildings, building elements (e.g. roofs), external works, engineering
services or plant”.
Each project, however, must be complete and self-contained. A large project cannot be split into
individual elements to bring the cost down, per element, to below £5000. It will only apply where
the project is undertaken in its own right and not as part of a larger project.
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Capital Building Projects
By Capital building projects, we mean those projects that involve building and construction works
which will normally take weeks/months or even years to complete. These projects will often include
costs for works that are either eligible or ineligible for VAT recovery.
Capital building projects are dealt with under the COS rules; however, VAT is only recoverable on the
repair & maintenance costs not replacement. On projects where there are alterations, extension,
modification there would be little scope for recovery as this ceases to be repair and maintenance.
On new builds, only professional services may be recovered where the supply is outside of the main
contract and is to the NHS body direct.
For example, where you are having an extension built, and you are knocking through from an
existing building, there would be little scope to recover VAT on making good damaged walls/plaster
as this would be considered disturbance works. However, if you were taking advantage of repairing
e.g. wires, plumbing on the existing building at the same time, this would be recoverable.

Time restrictions for VAT refunds
HM Revenue & Customs have imposed a 1-year cap on Contracted Out Services refunds. This
means all VAT recovery must be made in the year in which the expenditure was incurred. The
deadline for each fiscal year was traditionally 30th June.
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Flow Chart

Notes
1Income generation is any sale of goods or service to a non-NHS body
2Must be part of same Divisional Registration. GP’s are not NHS bodies for VAT.
3Private healthcare, childcare and rent etc. are Exempt from VAT and do not support Input Tax
reclaims
3Rent with the Option to Tax however is Standard Rated and permits Input Tax reclaims
4Care required with ‘Single Supplies’ (cannot split out eligible elements for reclaim – it’s all or
nothing recovery) or ‘Mixed Supplies’ (where elements of an invoice may be COS reclaimable)
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FAQ’s
What is eProcurement? (Also called eProc) This is the electronic requisitioning system used
by East Lancashire Hospitals NHS Trust.
What is a Requisition? (Also called a Req) This is an official request for either goods or a
service in eProcurement. The requisition number is then generated and will begin 'R’.
What is a Purchase Order? (Also called a PO) This is the official order which is created once
the ‘Req’ has been approved and will begin ‘TJ’. This is the number the supplier must use when
invoicing.
Why do I need to raise a Purchase Order? A Purchase Order is raised when a goods or
service is required. The trust operates a ‘No PO- No pay’ policy so if a supplier provides a service or
supplies goods without a PO they are at risk of not being paid. Goods or services must not be
ordered without an official Purchase Order being raised first.
What is receipting and why does a PO need to be receipted? Receipting is the process
which notifies the system that the goods have arrived or the service has gone ahead. This must be
done so the invoice can be paid. Unless a PO has been receipted an invoice cannot be paid. (see
page 27 for guide on how to receipt a PO)
Who is responsible for Receipting a PO? The majority of PO’s are receipted by the Stores
departments as this is where goods are initially delivered into but the responsibility also lies with the
person who raised the PO. A service/value order must also be receipted by the department.
Why can’t I find an Approver on eProcurement and who should I contact for more details?
An approver is a budget holder for a particular cost centre and their eProcurement role must be
aligned to the cost centre you are raising the Req to, for you to locate them on the system. If you are
unsure who the approver should be you must contact the Management Accounts team who will be
able to advise you on the correct Approver for the cost centre you are using.
What is an Account code and who should I contact if I can’t find the correct one? An
account code is part of the financial code provided by trust finance – it identifies what type of
expenditure is being incurred. If you are unsure on which account code to use you can contact
Management Accounts who will advise you accordingly.
Who should a supplier contact if an invoice hasn’t been paid? A Supplier must contact ELFS
to chase a payment of an invoice. As long as a PO has been raised for the correct amount and it has
been receipted then the responsibility lies with ELFS for any payments.
What should I do if I can’t find a supplier? You should contact procurement if you are
unable to find a supplier on eProcurement. We can advise if an alternative supplier can be used and
if not then a new supplier form can be completed and returned to the helpdesk.
What is a sub-ledger? A sub-ledger is a specific type of accounting transaction (P01 –
Capital, P02 – NHS Payables, P03 – Trade Payables, P04 – Staff Payments) eProcurement defaults to
a P03 sub ledger as this is the most commonly used. See page 16 for instructions on how to amend
the system prior to raising a Req for any other sub ledger.
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Who do I contact to set up new users on eProcurement? You will need to contact the
Management Accounts team to request a new user form for eProcurement. The form will need to be
completed and signed by a line manager and then returned to Management Accounts to be signed
by the divisional accountant. Once you are set up you will receive log in details from ELFS and
training guides from Procurement. Additional training can be arranged with Procurement if required.
Who do I contact if I can’t remember my username for eProcurement or if I lock myself
out? ELFS manage the eProcurement user log in details so you will need to contact the systems
department on 83828.
Why do I have to use a header/footer note? A header and footer note must be used on all
orders to ensure the supplier has the correct contact details for a department in case of a query on
the order. Without these details it could cause a delay on the goods being delivered and sometimes
an order can be cancelled altogether. If you are unable to find your details or the current ones are
incorrect you must contact Leah Carter in Procurement (82425) who will then create/amend one.
My Req has been approved but I have not received the PO number, what should I do?
Firstly you must check the status of the Req using your dashboard workflow enquiry in
eProcurement (see page 33) and if there is no Purchase Order number available then depending on
the status you must either chase with the approver or contact Procurement to look into.
I have received the PO number but the goods have not arrived, who do I contact? You
must contact the supplier directly quoting the Purchase Order number. If the supplier advises they
have not received the PO then you must contact Procurement to look into and resend if required.
Why do we have to use catalogues? Purchase Orders raised using catalogues ensure the
best price for an item is used, it ensures the order is sent to the correct division of a supplier and
once approved the PO goes direct to supplier. As a trust we also have to fall in line with the Carter
recommendations which mean 80% of orders are required to go through as catalogued PO's.
What do I do if a supplier provides me with a price which is different to what is shown in
the catalogue? You must contact the relevant Buyer in Procurement if this is the case as it will need
to be looked into before placing the order. The item could possibly be part of a National Framework
that the supplier is unaware we are part of.
What do I do if a PO needs amending? If the price or quantity needs increasing on a PO you
will need to get confirmation from the approver that this can be done. An email to the helpdesk will
be fine confirming the PO number and the amount it needs to be increased by. If the PO needs
decreasing, we just need an email confirming details sent to the helpdesk. Procurement will then
amend the PO on the system and resend to the supplier if required.
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Who to Contact

Issue

Who to Contact

Contact Details

eProcurement password/log in
problems

ELFS - SYSTEMS

Tel: 01254 733828 Ext: 83828,
systems@elfs.myservicedesk.com

Adding items to the
eProcurement Catalogue

PROCUREMENT

procurementhelpdesk@elht.nhs.uk

New eProcurement User

MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTS

divisional contacts can be found on
OLI or email ManAcc@elht.nhs.uk

eProcurement Training

PROCUREMENT

Ext: 82425, leah.carter@elht.nhs.uk

Price Queries

PROCUREMENT

procurementhelpdesk@elht.nhs.uk

General Purchase Order
Queries

PROCUREMENT

procurementhelpdesk@elht.nhs.uk

PROCUREMENT

procurementhelpdesk@elht.nhs.uk

New Supplier Set Up Form
General Invoice
Queries/Supplier accounts on
stop
Invoice Email Address

Invoice Address

ELFS

Charitable Funds

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTS

VAT code queries

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTS

Tel: 01254 786001,
ap.elh@elfs.myservicedesk.com
elfs.435ELH@cloud-trade.net
East Lancashire Hospitals NHS
Trust,
PO Box 17388
Birmingham
B9 9NE
Jordan Hoole: 84708, Faeza
Vapiwala: 82871
Felix Kabutey: 83353, Ash Patel:
82530

Cost Centre/Account Code
Queries

MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTS

divisional contacts can be found on
OLI or email ManAcc@elht.nhs.uk

Budget Holder Queries

MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTS

divisional contacts can be found on
OLI or email ManAcc@elht.nhs.uk

PIM system Queries

ELFS - SYSTEMS

Tel: 01254 733828 Ext: 83828,
systems@elfs.myservicedesk.com

ELFS - AP
ELFS
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